Restriction to period of interest improves informative value of death certificate only proportions in period analysis of cancer survival.
The proportion of cases registered by death certificates only (DCO) is a widely used indicator for potential bias in cancer survival studies. Period analysis is increasingly used to derive up-to-date cancer survival estimates. We aimed to assess whether reported DCO proportions should be restricted to the specific recent calendar period ("restricted period") or refer to all diagnosis years of included patients ("full period"). We assessed correlations of bias in period survival estimates resulting from DCO cases with DCO proportions in the restricted and full period, respectively. We used cancer registry data to simulate bias and DCO proportions resulting from various patterns of underreporting of deceased cases. We show results for six common cancers with very different prognosis and five different age groups. In all scenarios, the expected bias was highly correlated with expected DCO proportions in both periods, but correlations were consistently higher with DCO proportions in the restricted period. In period analyses of cancer survival, DCO proportions for the restricted period of specific interest are a better indicator of potential bias due to underreporting of deceased cases than DCO proportions for all years of diagnosis of included patients.